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MINUTES – ISC Meeting – May 10, 2006 (Submitted by Elena Khatskevich) 
 
Attended by: Jo Ann Bernhard, Donal Carbaugh, Ed Chang, Steve Forrest, Don Gjertson, Frank Hugus,  
Elena Khatskevich, Howard Peele, Lorna Peterson, Masha Rudman, Peter Stern, Pat Volkbus. 
 
Steve Chang asked to correct “center of institute” into “center or institute” in the April minutes. Steve 
Forrest made a motion to accept the Minutes of the April meeting. The motion was seconded by Ed Chang 
and then approved. 
 
1. Announcements 
 
It was suggested to keep the same timing for the ISC meetings in the fall. Steve Forrest added that COPE 
could meet at the same time as ISC on second or third Wednesday. Donal Carbaugh said he would send an 
e-mail about suggested fall meeting time to everybody.   
 
2. Report from International Programs Office – Frank Hugus  
 
Announcements:  
• The former President of Beijing Foreign Studies University, Professor Chen Naifang, will be on 

campus May 15-17. She would like to meet with some faculty and administration to discuss further 
relationship. 

• The Amherst campus has nominated two students to participate in the two-week summer program at 
Wuhan University in China, John Collins (History) and Jessica Sherwood (SOM). All expenses will be 
paid by Wuhan except internationa l airfare. 

• The UMass President’s Office has signed an agreement with Tsinghua University in Beijing. 
• IPO has hired Jonathan Pitoniak, an MA candidate in Chinese, to work part-time (as a TA) on the Asia 

programs during the summer and fall. 
• The provost and a small group of administration will be traveling to Barcelona, Oxford, and 

Amsterdam in late June.  
 
Updates: 
• The five-person delegation from Shaanxi Normal University visited campus as May 3-4. The delegates 

met with faculty and administrators from the School of Education, the School of Management, 
Polymer Science, Economics, the Library, and IPO. President Fang and Chancellor Lombardi signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding which anticipates additional academic collaboration between the two 
universities. 

• A group if educators from Turkey, Azerbaijan, Gorogia, and Kyrgyzstan paid a brief visit to campus 
on Thursday, May 4. All stressed the desire to partner with UMass, but no concrete proposals were put 
forward. 

• The employment office has received at least 17 applications for the position of Director of Education 
Abroad. The search committee will be meeting soon to begin its review of candidates. 

• There will be a meeting on May 11 to strategize about Heidelberg Center. Regine John visited 
Heidelberg in April and has since been in contact with the relevant persons there on developments.  
 

Waiver of tuition and curriculum fee situation:  
Campus administration may reconsider the policy of tuition wavers we give to exchange graduate 
students. The policy hasn’t changes since 1999, and it seems to surprise the provost. Pat Volkbus 
mentioned that there there was a review and the waivers as they exist were approved, but there were at 
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least three times when we needed to provide statistics and defend. In fall 2004, was the most recent 
review. It would help to let the provost to know what was done about this in the past. 
 
The amount of tuition waiver is around 9 thousand dollars; three categories of international students 
receive the waiver: exchange (50 students); courtesy waivers (30 students); students coming to UMass 
with Muskie, Fulbright programs; and about 100 regular students who get a tuition waiver. Board of 
trustees approved 10% of graduate international students should receive tuition waiver.  
 
Don Gjertson asked if the exchange means that the foreign universities are doing the same for UMass 
students because this could be a good argument to keep the tuition waivers and Pat Volkbus said it did not 
necessarily meant that. Another idea was that keeping tuition waivers helps to have international students 
coming to UMass because they wouldn’t come otherwise; it also helps to promote the campus diversity.  
 
Nancy Condon talked about visa fees for visiting scholars which were instituted in 2004, 2005. The visa 
fees are charged to the department and the amount the department as to pay may impact the choice of the 
candidate. The department which have most financial problems (especially in humanities) are in most 
difficult situation.  
 
3. Action item: Agreement with the American University in Cairo. 
JoAnne Bernhard provided a background for the collaboration with the American University in Cairo. The 
original correspondence is going back to 1980, but there was no format agreement (it might have been 
lost). There was a question about UMass providing room and board and Pat Volkbus said it is possible and 
is done with some exchange programs. Steve Forrest noted misspelling of the word “physical” at the 
bottom of page 2.  
 
ISC members discussed the procedure for the approval – whether the agreement needs to be approved by 
the Faculty Senate. This is a question of formalizing what IPO has been doing for many years.  
 
Donal Carbaugh motioned to approve the agreement. ISC approved the Agreement with the American 
University in Cairo unanimously.  
 
3. Report from COPE. 
 The Sub-committee has not met since the last ISC meeting and they had no report. Steve Forrest said 
COPE would like to participate in discussing and developing the Faculty Guide.  
 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 5:00 pm. 


